Initiation of disjunctive smooth pursuit in monkeys: evidence that Hering's law of equal innervation is not obeyed by the smooth pursuit system.
Monkeys generated disjunctive smooth pursuit eye movements when they tracked visual targets that moved toward or away from them. Eye acceleration was computed during the initial 100 msec of pursuit (the open-loop interval) for various target trajectories. The initial acceleration of either eye was a function of the target's motion with respect to that eye, regardless of whether or not the pursuit was conjugate or disjunctive, or performed with one eye occluded. Eye movements produced by fusional vergence could be separated temporally from eye movements produced by smooth pursuit using step-ramp paradigms. The separation of the two responses demonstrates that the fusional vergence system operates in parallel with the smooth pursuit system, presumably to minimize disparity, but not to generate disjunctive components of smooth pursuit eye movements.